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Base Price

$259,990 2 Beds | 2 Baths | 2 Garage

About This Plan
You're looking for a new home that offers the right amount of space without the shared walls or high floors of

apartment living. The Aruba Bay is for you. Enough space for entertaining without having too much house to furnish.

The kitchen opens to the great room creating a relaxed open area to gather with friends. We've included a flexible

room in this two bedroom, two bath design. If you like to cook and entertain, you'll have an informal dining room

right off the kitchen. If you'd rather have a private office or reading room, skip the dining room and give yourself a

study. The simple approach to keeping your independence is one reason so many people will choose the Aruba Bay.

Plus, Main Street Landing offers the unique opportunity of partially finished walkout basements. *Prices shown

generally refer to the base house and do not include any optional features. Photos and/or drawings of homes may

show upgraded landscaping, elevations and optional features and may not represent the lowest-priced homes in

the community.

About This Community
You're looking for a new home that offers the right amount of space without the shared walls or high floors of

apartment living. The Aruba Bay is for you. Enough space for entertaining without having too much house to furnish.

The kitchen opens to the great room creating a relaxed open area to gather with friends. We've included a flexible

room in this two bedroom, two bath design. If you like to cook and entertain, you'll have an informal dining room

right off the kitchen. If you'd rather have a private office or reading room, skip the dining room and give yourself a

study. The simple approach to keeping your independence is one reason so many people will choose the Aruba Bay.

Plus, Main Street Landing offers the unique opportunity of partially finished walkout basements. *Prices shown

generally refer to the base house and do not include any optional features. Photos and/or drawings of homes may

show upgraded landscaping, elevations and optional features and may not represent the lowest-priced homes in

the community.
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